Introduction
============

Glycine receptors, including its beta receptor subunit (*GLRB*), play a major role for inhibitory neurotransmission. Recently, a genome-wide association of *GLRB* with categorical (panic disorder (PD)) and dimensional (agoraphobia (AG)) forms of fear and anxiety has been reported,^[@bib1]^ in particular for rs7688285 which was associated with *GLRB* expression changes in post mortem tissue and reporter gene assays. Increased neural fear network activation during fear conditioning and increased acoustic startle reflexes were observed in risk allele carriers, thus qualifying as a potential intermediate phenotype of defensive system reactivity across different levels of analyses, corresponding to the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) approach.^[@bib2]^

In light of the recent 'replication crisis' in psychology and neuroscience,^[@bib3],\ [@bib4]^ such promising findings need to be followed up. Direct replication attempts (for example, replication of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) findings in an independent sample as performed in the initial report) provide information about the reproducibility of a specific phenomenon, but not necessarily about the theoretical construct.^[@bib3]^ Hence, direct replications need to form a synergy with conceptual replications targeting the same construct with divergent methodological approaches and paradigms.^[@bib3]^ Here we focus on 'defensive reactivity' on a neurobiological level of analysis aiming to conceptually replicate the previous report^[@bib1]^ on fear conditioning and startle responding.

Defensive behaviors are part of an evolutionary conserved dynamic defense cascade that depends upon the proximity of threat, as described in the predator imminence model.^[@bib5],\ [@bib6]^ The defensive system encompasses phylogenetically older adaptive behaviors (startle reflex; fight, flight, freeze responses) to higher-level integrated cognitive-affective coping systems.^[@bib7]^ The underlying neural circuit is represented by the interplay of diverse cortical structures such as the medial prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), insular cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala that dynamically interact with midbrain structures (periaqueductal grey) mediating hard-wired defensive reflexes under proximal threat.^[@bib5],\ [@bib8],\ [@bib9],\ [@bib10]^

Phylogenetically old defensive responses are modulated by individual learning experiences. Fear conditioning enables the organism to avoid future threats in that important information (conditioned stimuli (CS)) signaling a potential threat (unconditioned stimulus (US)) elicits defensive reactions (conditioned fear response). Fear conditioning is considered to be involved in the pathogenesis of pathological anxiety and serves as experimental model for the development of anxiety disorders. On a neural level, fear conditioning involves multiple areas associated with defensive responding such as the (pre-) motor cortex, medial prefrontal cortex/ACC, anterior insula, amygdala, hippocampus and thalamus.^[@bib11],\ [@bib12]^

Human^[@bib13],\ [@bib14]^ and animal studies^[@bib15]^ evidence that genetic factors represent a significant source of individual variation in (aversive) emotional-associative learning. At least one third of the variance in human fear conditioning^[@bib14]^ and the risk to develop anxiety disorders^[@bib16]^ has been attributed to genetic factors. The overall startle magnitude in humans has been shown to be heritable (for example, 59--61% in[@bib17] or 37--52% in[@bib18]). Studies on the heritability of task-related brain activity suggest moderate heritability of brain activation in general^[@bib19],\ [@bib20]^ and amygdala activation (to faces) appears to be a temporally stable and trait-like measure.^[@bib21]^ This evidence presents fear conditioning and affective startle paradigms as prime laboratory models for investigating genetic influences on neurobiological mechanisms contributing to defensive responding, fear and anxiety.

On the basis of previous findings^[@bib1]^ and focusing on rs7688285 which phenotypically showed the most robust impact, we aimed to conduct a conceptual replication by studying defensive reactivity on the level of brain function, structure, and physiology. We expected *GLRB* risk allele carriers to (a) exhibit increased fear network activation during two different fear conditioning tasks in regions related to the defensive system's neuro-architecture such as the brainstem, thalamus, amygdala, hippocampus, insula, medial prefrontal cortex/ACC, and (pre-) motor cortex with different effects for the early vs late acquisition (see[@bib1]), (b) show brain morphometric alterations in these areas of interest that could underlie observed functional changes, and (c) show impaired startle habituation as a subsequent behavioral outflow of enhanced defensive system reactivity.

Materials and methods
=====================

Sample characteristics
----------------------

*Sample 1*: Sample 1 from Hamburg was recruited from a healthy subject pool within a collaborative research center (CRC TRR-58, first and second funding period, see [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for sample descriptives) and partly included in the GWAS analyses reported in.^[@bib1]^ However, this sample originated from a different project within the CRC TRR-58, using a complex cue and context conditioning procedure. For subjects already included in the previous GWAS analysis we present new data on associations between *GLRB* genetic variants and brain function (*n*=48) and morphology (*n*=416). In addition, we present data of a further sample on *GLRB* dependent variation of startle habituation (*n*=105, of which seven subjects were included in the previous GWAS). Subjects were screened for psychiatric conditions via the mini-international neuropsychiatric interview,^[@bib22]^ and excluded if screening for any lifetime mental disorder was positive. They provided written informed consent and protocols were approved by the General Medical Council of the State of Hamburg.

*Sample 2:* This healthy control group sample was recruited within the national research network PANIC-NET^[@bib23]^ ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and not part of the previous report. Four centers (Aachen, Berlin-Charité, Dresden, Münster) participated in a longitudinal functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study that aimed to detect neuroplastic changes following exposure-based cognitive-behavioral therapy in PD with AG. Quality controlled fMRI data from *n*=60 controls^[@bib24]^ were included from whom genotype information on rs7688285 was available in *n*=38 subjects. Subjects were free of lifetime mental disorders as evidenced by the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CAPI-WHO-CIDI; DIAX-CIDI version).^[@bib25]^ After complete description of the study, subjects provided informed written consent. The study had been approved by the ethics committees of all participating centers.

Genotyping
----------

Genotyping based on blood samples was performed with Sequenom\'s MassArray system (Sequenom, San Diego, CA, USA), as described previously.^[@bib1]^ Focusing on rs7688285 as main SNP of interest, the Risk group was defined as carrying at least one risk (A) allele (G/A). Complying with the previous report,^[@bib1]^ rs7688285 and three further *GLRB* variants (rs17035763: G/A with A allele as risk allele, rs191260602: A/G with G allele as risk allele, and rs78726293: T/A with A allele as risk allele) were used for the Combined *GLRB* Risk group analyses (see [Supplementary Information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Combined Risk group status was defined as carrying at least one risk allele out of the four SNPs.

Data acquisition and analysis pathways
--------------------------------------

### Sample 1

The fMRI assessment employed a combined cue and context fear conditioning paradigm (for details see^[@bib26],\ [@bib27],\ [@bib28]^). Subjects viewed a sequence of three different rooms (45 s each) as context CSs, which were assigned counterbalanced to a cue conditioning (predictable: p), a context conditioning (unpredictable: u) or a safe condition (s). During fixed time windows, three different symbols that served as cue CSs (5 s) were superimposed on the assigned room. A black screen with a white fixation cross served as inter-trial interval for 6--8 s (mean 7 s). An individually adjusted electro-tactile stimulus served as US. To mirror experimental designs reported in[@bib1] and in sample 2, only responses based on cued, not context fear were considered. Subjective ratings and mean skin conductance reactions across all cue onsets were analyzed by an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with CS-type as within-subject variable and genotype as between-subject variable across all blocks. Details on data acquisition, post-processing, and response definition for skin conductance reaction have been reported previously.^[@bib26],\ [@bib27],\ [@bib28]^ Data of seven subjects were excluded because their proportion of zero or missing responses exceeded a threshold of 66% during the full fear acquisition phase. An α level of *P*\<0.05 was considered significant and Greenhouse--Geisser correction was applied if necessary.

Functional and structural magnetic resonance imaging data were acquired on a 3 T MRI scanner (MAGNETOM Trio, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). For fMRI, 38 continuous axial slices (2 mm thick, 1 mm gap) were acquired using a T2\*-sensitive gradient echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (repetition time (TR): 2.34 s; echo time (TE): 26 ms; flip angle: 80° field of view (FOV): 220 × 220 mm, 2 × 2 mm in-plane resolution) in three sessions (229 volumes/\~9 min each) using a 32-channel head coil (generalized auto-calibrating partially parallel acquisitions, GRAPPA-factor 2). To account for T1 equilibrium effects, the first four volumes of each time series were discarded. fMRI preprocessing included realignment, unwarping, co-registration and normalization (using DARTEL^[@bib29]^) with SPM8 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>) running on MATLAB2013a (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) smoothed with a 6 mm full-width at half maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. For first-level analyses, data were analyzed within the framework of the general lineal model for differences in general and differential cued fear responses (that is, CS+ & CS− CS+ vs CS−). Linear models for each of the three sessions included block regressors for three contexts (PCXT, UCXT, SCXT) and one block regressor for the rating phase. Event-regressors were included for three cue- (PCue, UCue, SCue) and US-onsets and convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. Parameter estimates (β−) images were calculated and linearly combined for contrasts for main effect responses (CS+ & CS−), as well as differential responses (CS+ vs CS−). As the previous study^[@bib1]^ reported findings particularly during early acquisition, we computed first-level contrasts for early acquisition (session one only), late acquisition (session two and three), as well as full acquisition (all sessions). Second-level group analyses were performed using general lineal model analyses for early, late and full acquisition by two-sample *t*-test designs. Contrasts of interest included the main effect of group (Risk: AG, GG carriers vs No-Risk: GG carriers) and the interaction effect of group \* CS (CS+ vs CS−). Because of significant group differences in mean age (see [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), second-level analyses included age as regressor of no interest. The following regions of interest (ROI) were used based on the automatic anatomical labeling atlas^[@bib30]^ and the Tailarach Daemon lobes as implemented in the wfu pickatlas:^[@bib31]^ brainstem (medulla, pons, and midbrain), thalamus, amygdala, hippocampus, insula, ACC, medial prefrontal cortex (superior medial frontal gyrus, medial orbitofrontal gyrus), supplementary motor areal and precentral gyrus. Small volume corrections were based on a cluster forming threshold of *P*\<0.001 and a family-wise error threshold of *P*\<0.05. Beta values from significant peak voxels were extracted for bar graph visualization.

Details of structural (s) MRI for brain morphometry have been reported previously.^[@bib27]^ High-resolution T1-weighted images (1 × 1 × 1 mm) were acquired using a magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo sequence (MPRAGE) using a 12- or a 32-channel head coil (coil number was included as covariate). Grey matter differences were analyzed using the voxel-based morphometry (VBM) toolbox (VBM8, version 435, [www.http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/](http://www.http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/) vbm/) as provided for SPM8. Default settings included a 'non-linear only' modulation of the grey matter (GM). Pre-processed images were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm FWHM. Analysis of the covariance between the images identified no images as outliers (mean−2 × s.d.). Correction of multiple comparisons followed the regions of interest approach of the fMRI analyses above. An additional exploratory whole-brain analysis was computed using an uncorrected threshold of *P*\<0.001 and a minimum cluster size of k\>=15. Where appropriate, covariates were added if groups differed in demographic or personality properties (for example, ASI sum score).

Startle reactions were measured by recording electromyographic activity over the orbicularis oculi muscle beneath the left eye using miniature Ag/AgCl electrodes. A 50 ms burst of 95 dB(A) white noise with an instantaneous rise-time was presented binaurally via headphones (Sennheiser, Wedemark, Germany) as startle-eliciting stimulus. In correspondence with,^[@bib1]^ startle habituation was assessed for 12 blink responses during inter-trial intervals interspersed during passive viewing of emotional pictures in an affective startle modulation paradigm. Although the task was conceptually similar to the paradigm employed by the previous report, subtle differences with respect to timings, experimental breaks, or selected stimulus material exist. An ANOVA testing for a direct interaction effect of the within- (time block) and the between-subject (genotype) factors was computed. All behavioral and psychophysiological data of the sample were analyzed using SPSS 22 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) for Windows.

### Sample 2

A differential fear conditioning and extinction task was employed that has been described elsewhere.^[@bib32]^ It consisted of three phases (familiarization (F) with 16 trials; acquisition (A) with 32 trials and extinction (E) with 16 trials of each CS (colored geometrical forms); presentation time: 2000 ms with a variable inter-trial interval of 4.785 to 7.250 s) and an aversive tone (white noise; 100 ms) as US between 70 and 105 dB. In the acquisition, the US was pseudorandomly paired with one of the CSs (counterbalanced between subjects; partial reinforcement rate of 50%), resulting in equal proportions of CS+paired and CS+unpaired trials of which only CS+unpaired trials were used to avoid confounding effects between CS+ and US processing. Structural data with sufficient high-resolution were not available for sample 2. After each phase, valence and arousal ratings using the Self-Assessment Manikin^[@bib33]^ for CSs were obtained using a five-point Likert Scale (for valence: 1='very unpleasant' to 5='very pleasant' and for arousal: 1='not arousing' to 5= 'very arousing'). Two subjects that rated the US aversiveness below 4 (on a 10-point Likert scale) were excluded from analyses. Because of technical problems ratings of one subject were missing. Task duration was 16:49 min. Stimuli were presented by MR-compatible LCD goggles or back projection systems and standard headphones using Presentation 11 (Neurobehavioral Systems, <http://www.neurobs.com>). Ratings were analyzed using a three-factorial analysis of covariance with the between-subjects factor 'risk group', the within-subjects factors 'phase' and 'CS' and Beck Depression inventory II (BDI II)^[@bib34]^ scores as covariate, with *P*\<0.05 serving as the statistical threshold. If sphericity assumptions were violated, Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied.

Images were acquired using 3 T Philips Achieva (Aachen and Münster), 3 T Siemens Trio (Dresden), and 3 T General Electric Healthcare (Berlin) scanners. Five-hundred and five axial functional images (EPI, matrix 64 × 64, 30 slices interleaved, FOV=230, voxel size=3.6 × 3.6 × 3.8 mm, TE=30 ms, TR=2 s), covering the whole brain were recorded. Images were analyzed using SPM5 implemented in MATLAB 6.5. The first five volumes were discarded to minimize T1 saturation effects. Data were filtered to 1/128 Hz to remove low-frequency noise. Functional images were slice-time corrected, temporally and spatially aligned and normalized into standard stereotactic space (2 × 2 × 2 mm). To account for differences in intrinsic smoothness between scanners, an iterative smoothness equalization procedure^[@bib35]^ was performed using a target smoothness of 12 mm FWHM Gaussian isotropic kernel (\~ 8 mm FWHM in a normal smoothing procedure). A detailed description of measures for quality control is given in.^[@bib32]^ At first level, realignment parameters were included as regressors of no interest. The BOLD response for each event type (CS+paired, CS+unpaired, CS-, US) and phase (F, A, E) was modeled by the canonical hemodynamic response function within the framework of the general linear model. Parameter estimates (ß-) and t-statistic images were calculated. At the second level, a group analysis was performed by entering contrast images into a flexible factorial analysis. FMRI center variables and the BDI II were introduced as covariates of no interest. Contrasts of interest included the main effect of group (Risk: AG, GG carriers vs No-Risk: GG carriers) during acquisition and - in order to test for the specificity of effects for fear learning - extinction, as well as the interaction effect of group × CS (CS+ unpaired vs CS−) for each experimental phase. Corresponding to,^[@bib1]^ we further split acquisition as well as extinction into early vs late parts. Two-sample *t*-tests were used in order to localize the direction of effects. Identical ROI analyses were performed as in sample 1. For exploratory whole-brain analyses and in line with previous analyses of this dataset,^[@bib24],\ [@bib32],\ [@bib36]^ a Monte-Carlo simulation was conducted to establish an appropriate voxel contiguity threshold.^[@bib37]^ Assuming an individual voxel type I error of *P*\<0.005, a cluster extent of 142 contiguous resampled voxels was indicated as sufficient to correct for multiple voxel comparisons at *P*\<0.05. Beta values from significant peak voxels were extracted for bar graph visualization.

Results
=======

*GLRB* modulation of fear network activation
--------------------------------------------

### Main effect of *GLRB* group

*Sample 1*. While cue-related acquisition of fear during fMRI was indicated by a significant main effect of CS-type for subjective ratings and skin conductance reactions, no main or interaction effect with *GLRB* risk genotype was observed ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

On a neural level, a main effect was observed for the *GLRB* Risk group during early fear acquisition in the left (anterior) insula / frontal operculum area (*x*, *y*, *z*: −42, 14, 6; *t*=4.20, *P*=0.027; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and mid-brain (*x*, *y*, *z*: −8, −20, −16; *t*=4.19, *P*=0.030). During the full course of acquisition, increased activation was observed for *GLRB* risk carrier in right insula (*x*, *y*, *z*: 34, −18, 20; *t*=3.90, *P*=0.049) and left amygdala (*x*, *y*, *z*: −16, −2, −12; *t*=3.92, *P*=0.007). Similar findings were obtained when using the Combined Risk group definition as in the previous report^[@bib1]^ (see [Supplementary Table S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for sample characteristics and S7 for fMRI results).

*Sample 2.* While subjective ratings indicated successful fear conditioning as shown by a significant time × CS interaction effect for valence and a strong, yet insignificant trend for arousal, no main or interaction effects with *GLRB* were observed ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

On a neural level, risk allele carriers showed enhanced activation in the right anterior insula compared with the no-risk group. This effect was equally driven by acquisition and extinction phases and was irrespective of stimulus type ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Similar findings were obtained for the Combined Risk group definition ([Supplementary Tables S6 and S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Interaction effect *GLRB* group × CS

*Sample 1*. Discrimination between CS+ and CS− was on a neural level attenuated for the Risk group compared to the No-Risk group in the left amygdala, hippocampus, and insula during the full course of fear acquisition. This attenuation was further observed in the right anterior cingulate, medial orbitofrontal and superior frontal gyrus and insula during early acquisition. During late acquisition, however, stronger CS+\>CS- discrimination for the Risk group was observed in the right thalamus ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), while for the No-Risk group stronger discrimination was observable in the hippocampus. Partly overlapping findings were found for the Combined Risk group definition ([Supplementary Table S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

*Sample 2*. Analyses yielded an interaction between group and CS that was specific for fear acquisition, while no effects were found for the extinction. During early acquisition and in line with data from sample 1, subjects with at least one risk allele showed enhanced defensive responding encompassing neural activation in areas such as the left insula, bilateral ACC, amygdala, thalamus, and right midbrain towards presentation of the CS- compared to the CS+, while the No-Risk group showed a normal pattern of conditioning (stronger responses towards the CS+ than the CS-). During late acquisition, this pattern reversed and showed neural indicators of sustained differential conditioning in the Risk group towards the CS+ while the No-Risk group showed decreased differential CS responding ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). No differential activation was found during the extinction phase. Similar findings were obtained for the Combined Risk group definition ([Supplementary Table S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

*GLRB* modulation of brain morphology
-------------------------------------

*Sample 1*. Genotype-dependent structural alterations were observed in regions of interest as increased grey matter volume for the Risk group in the right superior medial frontal gyrus and left precentral gyrus. Results of the exploratory whole brain analysis revealed increased grey matter volume for the Risk group in the precentral and superior medial frontal gyrus and middle frontal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus and angular gyrus while reductions were observed in the planum polare ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Findings encompassing the right superior medial frontal gyrus, left precentral gyrus and left middle frontal gyrus (Risk\>No-Risk), as well as right planum temporale (No-Risk\>Risk) were replicated in the combined risk group analysis ([Supplementary Table S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

*GLRB* modulation of startle reflex reactivity
----------------------------------------------

*Sample 1*. The interaction between time x genotype-group did not reveal differential decrements in responding between both genotype groups (F (1,103)=0.526, *P*=0.470, see [Supplementary Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for statistical details). The startle effect could not be replicated using the combined risk group definition ([Supplementary Table S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion
==========

Recent findings^[@bib1]^ reported strong translational evidence for glycine neurotransmission as a modulator of the brain's evolutionary old defensive system and provided a strong, biologically plausible candidate intermediate phenotype of defensive reactivity within the domain of negative valence and arousal systems as laid out in the RDoC matrix.

The present paper conceptually replicated and extended these initial findings on the behavioral, neurofunctional and neurostructural level, yielding the following major findings: converging evidence was found for increased anterior insular activation in *GLRB* risk allele carriers (rs7688285) in both samples despite two procedurally different fear conditioning tasks, thus supporting the initial report.^[@bib1]^ Also in line, we showed increased differential conditioning (CS+\>CS−) during late acquisition in the *GLRB* risk groups on a neurofunctional level. Extending previous evidence, *GLRB* risk allele carriers showed an inverse pattern of responding by increased processing of the CS− compared with the CS+ during the early acquisition. These findings were also observed when using an alternative Combined Risk group definition previously employed^[@bib1]^ (see [Supplementary Information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), thus further supporting their robustness. Results on startle reactivity were inconclusive and demand further investigations.

General reactivity of the brain's defensive system as a function of the *GLRB* genotype
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The insular cortex serves as a cortical representation of upstream visceral information.^[@bib38]^ Meta-analytic evidence assigns a central role of the anterior insula to fear conditioning in healthy subjects^[@bib11],\ [@bib12]^ and implicates the insula in pathological states of anxiety.^[@bib39]^ We here provide converging evidence that allelic variation in the *GLRB* gene is associated with stronger activation of the anterior insula during fear conditioning, being in line with the previous report.^[@bib1]^ Beyond this insular focus, some other areas of interest from this report, including the precentral gyrus, amygdala, and basal ganglia, could be replicated in sample 2, while replication failed for other brain regions such as the thalamus or hippocampus, possibly due to procedural differences in study designs. Noteworthy, stronger pons activation in *GLRB* risk carriers was observed in sample 2 during extinction. Volume enlargement of the superior medial frontal and precentral gyrus was detected in the structural dataset, thus providing preliminary evidence for *GLRB* modulation of brain structure. Despite an overlap of morphometric differences between genotype groups in these areas, functional activation differences observed in the same ROIs are unlikely to be attributed to structural differences, as they rely on differential within-subject contrasts (CS+\>CS−).

Glycine receptors play a major role for inhibitory neurotransmission. Single-point mutations in genes encoding glycine receptors, including its beta receptor subunit (*GLRB*), have been associated with human hyperekplexia, or startle disease.^[@bib40],\ [@bib41]^ This condition is characterized by exaggerated startle reflexes in response to sudden unexpected auditory, visual or tactile stimuli. On a translational level, this phenotype is confirmed by the spastic mouse (featuring a substantial reduction of *Glrb*), showing exaggerated startle reactions^[@bib42],\ [@bib43]^ as a basic indicator of defensive system reactivity. Evidence on attenuated startle habituation in *GLRB* risk allele carriers in the present analysis was however negative. Paralleling previous findings^[@bib1]^ on a descriptive level, we observed different slopes of startle habituation according to *GLRB* allelic variation. Single-trial data ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) suggest higher initial startle reactivity in risk-allele carriers that might manifest as attenuated habituation in blocked analyses. Future studies are needed to elucidate the underlying processes of *GLRB* dependent startle reactivity in depth.

Being more ancient than the GABA system, glycine receptors are mainly distributed in evolutionary older brain regions encompassing the spinal cord, brainstem including the midbrain, and olfactory bulb,^[@bib44],\ [@bib45]^ but recent transcript analyses detected GlyB receptors also in the frontal cortex, hippocampus and striatum.^[@bib46]^ As shown in the previous report^[@bib1]^ genotype-specific differences of the promoter region risk variant rs7688285 on mRNA expression levels were found in the midbrain, where the minor, risk (A)-allele increased the mean expression of *GLRB* significantly by 1.34 fold. Neither in the forebrain nor in the amygdalae, rs7688285 affected mRNA expression. Transcript and protein determination of *Glrb* in spastic mice pointed to low transcript expression of *Glrb* particularly in the cortex and thalamus.^[@bib1]^ We assume that our findings reflect a bottom-up modulatory effect on higher-order defensive system components by more hard-wired reflexes in the brainstem (as reflected by pons and midbrain activation in sample 2), which is corroborated by high-resolution diffusion imaging^[@bib47]^ and resting-state^[@bib48]^ fMRI studies showing that the insula is functionally connected to the brainstem and that coma-causing brain stem lesions are associated with a dissociation of this network.^[@bib48]^

Altogether with the previous report, we provide converging evidence from a total of three different samples on the effect of allelic variation in the *GLRB* gene for enhanced activation of the anterior insula as a core component of higher-order threat-processing systems. However, the *GLRB* Risk group did not report higher symptoms of anxiety or showed different subjective or autonomic conditionability. This observation is in line with present findings representing an intermediate phenotype, where variance in defensive system responding is related to allelic variation of the *GLRB*, yet does not lead to symptoms of pathological anxiety. We thus provide further support for the role of *GLRB*, which is listed under the arousal gene list in the RDoC matrix, for a neurofunctional intermediate phenotype associated with enhanced defensive system reactivity that may increase the vulnerability to develop pathological forms of anxiety.

Differential reactivity of the brain's defensive system as a function of the *GLRB* genotype
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fear conditioning is a basic learning mechanism that allows the organism to flexibly adapt to environmental dangers. Importantly, during differential fear conditioning, the organism learns to process the CS+ as a threat signal, while associating the unreinforced CS- with safety.^[@bib49]^ Depending on the stimulus presented, subjects will either activate the defensive system towards the CS+, or inhibit it towards the CS-. Despite procedural differences across the fear conditioning tasks, we observed surprisingly strong evidence for enhanced CS discrimination (CS+\>CS-) in *GLRB* risk allele carriers from both samples particularly during the late phase of fear conditioning in fear processing regions such as the thalamus (sample 1) or amygdala, hippocampus, ACC, and insula (sample 2), showing an overlap particularly in the insula and thalamus with previously reported findings.^[@bib1]^ Extending these, we additionally observed an inverse effect during early fear conditioning: here the *GLRB* risk group showed impaired CS- discrimination (sample 1: precentral gyrus and ACC) or even enhanced responding towards the CS− (sample 2: ACC, insula, amygdala, thalamus, and midbrain) that resembles impaired fear inhibitory learning as reported for pathological states of anxiety. While the main group effect of *GLRB* was driven by enhanced responding in the insula during both acquisition and extinction (sample 2), *GLRB* effects on differential conditioning were observed during fear learning only, thus pointing towards a specificity in modulating the acquisition of conditioned fear, but possibly not its recall or fear inhibitory learning (as induced during extinction training). Evidence from fear conditioning studies^[@bib50]^ suggests that anxiety disorders (and particularly PD^[@bib51]^) are not characterized by enhanced reactivity towards the CS+, but rather by attenuated fear inhibition in the face of a safety signal leading to reduced discrimination between both CSs. Using fMRI, enhanced activation of defensive circuit networks in response to a safety signal has been reported as a pathophysiological feature of PD^[@bib24],\ [@bib52]^ and as a marker of non-response towards exposure-based treatment^[@bib36]^ that is based on fear-inhibitory learning, reflecting the relevance of safety signal processing for the etiopathogenesis of anxiety disorders. Given further evidence on the relevance of *GLRB* allelic variation regarding the underlying etiopathogenesis of anxiety disorders, it could represent an additional source in explaining altered patterns of fear conditioning, thus offering potential to stratify patient subgroups to individually tailored, novel therapeutic strategies (for example, fostering discriminatory learning).

Study limitations
-----------------

Owing to the post-hoc nature of this analysis, particularly sample 2 was possibly underpowered for subgroup analyses. However, in yielding a significant difference, these findings speak in favor of a large effect size of rs7688285 on brain activation which could be informative to base power calculations of future *a priori* studies upon. As not enough AA homozygote subjects were available in the fMRI samples, no dose--response relationship on the number of risk alleles could be investigated. fMRI and startle data were not available on the same sample, thus precluding multimodal comparisons across different units of analyses. Recent technical advances for combined assessments will allow for more fine-grained investigations of defensive system functioning in future studies.^[@bib53]^ Data on brain morphology with sufficient resolution were only available for sample 1, but not sample 2 (due to restrictions in this multicenter study). Findings may serve as a starting point for further replication approaches on brain morphometric effects of *GLRB*. Although preliminary findings in the pons and midbrain were observed, it should be noted that the scanning parameters of both studies were not optimized for brain stem imaging, e.g. regarding pulsatory artifacts. Animal studies may furthermore inform about the interplay of these hierarchically organized systems and the modulatory function of the glycine receptors.

Conclusion
==========

Representing one of the first GWAS-confirmed findings related to the phenotype of PD^[@bib54],\ [@bib55],\ [@bib56]^ and AG, converging evidence for *GLRB* allelic variation in defensive reactivity was derived from a large-scale translational approach, cross-cutting different levels of analyses. Of note, the robustness of this finding is demonstrated by consistent associations across different experimental paradigms and recording sites. As such, glycine-dependent neurotransmission may open up new avenues for mechanistic research on the etiopathogenesis of fear and anxiety disorders.
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![Main effect of *GLRB* Risk group during fear conditioning in sample 1 (**a**; *n*=48) and sample 2 (**b**; *n*=38). In both samples, the Risk groups showed enhanced overall activation of the right anterior insula. While this effect was restricted to the early acquisition in sample 1, Risk allele carriers from sample 2 showed sustained activation throughout the acquisition (early and late) and extinction. Risk group status was defined as carrying at least one risk allele (A allele). CS+, stimulus that was followed by the unconditioned stimulus; CS−, stimulus that was never followed by the unconditioned stimulus; R, right. Threshold at *P*=0.005 for illustrative purposes.](tp2017186f1){#fig1}

![Interaction effect of *GLRB* Risk group and conditioned stimuli during fear conditioning in sample 1 (**a**; *n*=48) and sample 2 (**b**; *n*=38). During early acquisition (left), Risk allele carriers showed no (a; sample 1) CS differentiation or even inverted differentiation favoring the CS− (b; sample 2). During late acquisition (right), this pattern reversed with enhanced responding towards the CS+ compared to the CS- in the Risk group only. Risk group status was defined as carrying at least one risk allele (A allele). CS+: stimulus that was followed by the unconditioned stimulus; CS-: stimulus that was never followed by the unconditioned stimulus. R, right; L, left. Threshold at *P*=0.005 for illustrative purposes.](tp2017186f2){#fig2}

![Volumetric group effect for Risk vs No-Risk group from sample 1 as assessed by exploratory voxel-based morphometry. Display threshold at *P*=0.001, k\<= 15. Risk group status was defined as carrying at least one risk allele (A allele). R, right; L, left.](tp2017186f3){#fig3}

###### Main effect of *GLRB* Risk group on brain activation patterns during fear acquisition and extinction in sample 2 (cluster peak voxels are given)

  *Contrast/region*                              *Side*                       *Voxels*   x     y     z     t      P[a](#t1-fn2){ref-type="fn"}
  ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------- ----- ----- ----- ------ ------------------------------
  *Overall: Risk\>No-Risk*                                                                                        
   Insula                                        R                            2387       34    14    14    4.49   \<0.001
   Insula[b](#t1-fn3){ref-type="fn"}             L                            33         −44   6     6     4.42   0.048
   Precentral gyrus                              L                            554        −42   −8    46    4.26   \<0.001
   Superior parietal gyrus (2.83 mm dev.)        R                            731        24    −52   48    3.91   \<0.001
   Precentral gyrus[b](#t1-fn3){ref-type="fn"}   R                            164        48    −2    46    3.62   0.040
   Middle occipital gyrus (2.00 mm dev.)         R                            204        40    −68   0     3.54   \<0.001
   Inferior frontal operculum                    L                            276        −44   8     6     3.42   \<0.001
   Superior frontal gyrus                        R                            179        28    −8    64    2.98   0.002
  *Overall: No-Risk\>Risk*                       No differential activation                                       
  *Full acquisition: Risk\>No-Risk*                                                                                
   Middle occipital gyrus                        R                            375        40    −68   2     4.36   \<0.001
   Precentral gyrus                              L                            284        −42   −8    46    3.97   \<0.001
   Rolandic operculum (4.00 mm dev.)             R                            805        42    −16   26    3.84   \<0.001
   Precentral gyrus                              R                            354        38    −22   70    3.59   \<0.001
   Insula                                        R                            660        32    14    14    3.41   \<0.001
  *Full acquisition: No-Risk\>Risk*              No differential activation                                       
  *Full extinction: Risk\>No-Risk*                                                                                 
   Precuneus (2.00 mm dev.)                      R                            993        20    −40   46    4.41   \<0.001
   Insula (2.00 mm dev.)                         R                            801        32    26    14    4.27   \<0.001
   Caudate nucleus (2.00 mm dev.)                R                            144        16    −10   26    3.81   \<0.001
   Pons[b](#t1-fn3){ref-type="fn"}               R                            28         4     −22   −32   3.66   0.017
   Insula                                        L                            385        −40   6     −4    3.50   \<0.001
   Amygdala[b](#t1-fn3){ref-type="fn"}           L                            2          −22   2     −24   3.49   0.006
   Precentral gyrus                              L                            225        −40   −10   52    3.09   0.001
  *Full extinction: No-Risk\>Risk*               No differential activation                                       

Abbreviations: dev, Deviation (in mm) from the identified anatomical structure using anatomic automatic labeling (aal); L, left; R, right; voxel, number of voxels per cluster; *x*, *y*, *z*, MNI coordinates.

Whole brain results at *P*\<0.005 (uncorr.) with a minimum cluster size of 142 contiguous voxels, indicating to correct for multiple comparisons at *P*\<0.05.

Small volume correction using aal masks (family-wise error correction at *P*\<0.05) with a cluster forming threshold of *P*\<0.001.

Risk group status was defined as carrying at least one risk allele (A allele).

###### Interaction effect *GLRB* Risk group and conditioned stimulus (CS+ vs CS−) on brain activation patterns during fear acquisition

  *Contrast/region*                                           *Side*   *Voxels*   x     y     z     t                            P
  ----------------------------------------------------------- -------- ---------- ----- ----- ----- ---------------------------- ---------
  **Sample 1**                                                                                                                   
  *Full acquisition: Risk\>No-Risk (CS+\>CS−)*                                                      No differential activation    
  *Full acquisition: Risk\>No-risk (CS-\>CS+)*                                                                                   
   Amygdala                                                   L        13         −30   −4    −18   4.39                         0.002
   Hippocampus                                                L        13         −26   −14   −24   3.93                         0.016
   Hippocampus                                                L        13         −28   −8    −22   3.54                         0.043
  *Early acquisition: Risk\>No-Risk (CS+\>CS−)*                                                     No differential activation    
  *Early acquisition: Risk\>No-Risk (CS−\>CS+)*                                                                                  
   Precentral gyrus                                           L        38         −58   −2    22    4.21                         0.018
   Anterior cingulate gyrus                                   R        4          4     34    2     3.95                         0.025
   Middle cingulate gyrus                                     R        7          2     −6    30    3.80                         0.036
  *Late acquisition: Risk\>No-Risk* (CS+\>CS−)                                                                                    
   Thalamus                                                   R        14         18    −12   8     4.33                         0.009
  *Late acquisition: Risk\>No-Risk* (CS-\>CS+)                                                      No differential activation    
  **Sample 2**                                                                                                                    
  *Full acquisition: Risk\>No-Risk (CS+\>CS−)*                                                      No differential activation    
  *Full acquisition: Risk\>No-Risk (CS−\>CS+)*                                                                                    
   Thalamus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                        L        28         0     −20   6     4.08                         0.003
   Thalamus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                        R        10         2     −20   6     3.81                         0.007
  *Early acquisition: Risk\>No-Risk (CS+\>CS−)*                                                     No differential activation    
  *Early acquisition: Risk\>No-Risk* (CS−\>CS+)                                                                                   
   Middle temporal gyrus                                      R        271        58    0     −20   5.37                         \<0.001
   Postcentral gyrus                                          R        4982       28    −48   −72   4.68                         \<0.001
   Middle occipital gyrus                                     L        724        −34   −85   36    4.58                         \<0.001
   Thalamus                                                   L        364        0     −20   5     4.57                         \<0.001
   Thalamus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                        R        48         2     −20   6     4.43                         0.001
   Amygdala                                                   L        4114       −24   −4    −16   4.28                         \<0.001
   Superior temporal gyrus                                    L        785        −58   −5    0     3.90                         \<0.001
   Hippocampus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                     L        114        −24   −8    −18   3.96                         0.005
   Postcentral gyrus                                          R        453        66    −18   38    3.78                         \<0.001
   Anterior cingulate gyrus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}        L        84         0     42    4     3.69                         0.016
   Anterior cingulate gyrus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}        R        55         2     42    4     3.73                         0.012
   Anterior cingulate gyrus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}        R        12         8     8     28    3.68                         0.014
   Supplementary motor area[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}        L        22         2     8     44    3.65                         0.022
   Supplementary motor area                                   R        189        8     −16   76    3.62                         \<0.001
   Anterior cingulate gyrus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}        L        3          2     18    −10   3.50                         0.030
   Anterior cingulate gyrus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}        R        41         4     28    28    3.52                         0.024
   Insula[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                          L        14         −26   10    −20   3.52                         0.035
   Superior medial frontal gyrus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}   R        10         2     46    2     3.51                         0.038
   Anterior cingulate gyrus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}        L        49         0     22    26    3.47                         0.033
   Middle frontal gyrus                                       R        211        30    50    18    3.45                         \<0.001
   Medial orbitofrontal gyrus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}      R        1          0     22    −12   3.44                         0.020
   Midbrain[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                        R        15         12    −28   −12   3.43                         0.046
   Amygdala[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                        R        10         24    4     −20   3.28                         0.014
   Medial orbitofrontal gyrus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}      L        2          −4    22    −14   3.20                         0.035
  *Late acquisition: Risk\>No-Risk*(*CS+\>CS*−)                                                                                  
   Temporal pole                                              R        445        40    8     −38   4.31                         \<0.001
   Middle temporal gyrus                                      R        503        52    −68   2     4.24                         \<0.001
   Vermis 4 5                                                 --       2983       6     −54   2     4.09                         \<0.001
   Rolandic operculum                                         R        1251       50    −14   18    3.92                         \<0.001
   Inferior frontal operculum                                 R        95760      60    14    14    3.88                         \<0.001
   Pons[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                            R        42         10    −32   −26   3.87                         0.010
   Anterior cingulate gyrus                                   L        735        −2    22    26    3.86                         \<0.001
   Middle frontal gyrus                                       R        178        26    40    28    3.85                         \<0.001
   Superior frontal gyrus                                     R        352        34    −2    68    3.83                         \<0.001
   Anterior cingulate gyrus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}        R        29         2     20    28    3.65                         0.016
   Middle temporal gyrus (2.00 mm dev.)                       R        438        48    −16   −16   3.62                         \<0.001
   Cuneus                                                     R        753        14    86    28    3.58                         \<0.001
   Amygdala[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                        R        8          32    2     −30   3.47                         0.008
   Hippocampus (2.83 mm dev.)                                 L        161        −38   10    −18   3.38                         \<0.001
   Hippocampus[a](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                     R        4          42    −16   −14   3.30                         0.041
   Insula (2.00 mm dev.)                                      R        278        28    20    −8    3.26                         0.001
   Middle frontal gyrus                                       L        149        −26   14    46    3.17                         0.001
  *Late acquisition: Risk\>No-risk (CS−\>CS+)*                                                      No differential activation    

Abbreviations: CS: conditioned stimulus; CS-: CS that is never followed by an unconditioned stimulus (US); CS+: CS that is always followed by the US (sample 1) or with a reinforcement rate of 50% (sample 2; only unpaired CS+ were included in the analysis); L: left; R: right; voxel: number of voxels per cluster; x, y, z: MNI coordinates; dev.: deviation (in mm) from the identified anatomical structure using anatomic automatic labeling (aal).

Risk group status was defined as carrying at least one risk allele (A allele).

Sample 1: ROI peak voxels are given. Small volume correction in pre-defined ROI analyses (family-wise error correction at *P*\<0.05) with a cluster forming threshold of *P*\<0.001.

Sample 2: Whole-brain results at *P*\<0.005 (uncorr.) with a minimum cluster size of 142 contiguous voxels, indicating to correct for multiple comparisons at *P*\<0.05.

Small volume correction using aal masks (family-wise error correction at *P*\<0.05) with a cluster forming threshold of *P*\<0.001. No significant clusters were detected for the extinction phase (full, early, or late).

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.
